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Abstract  

Periodic honeycombs have been used for their high strength, low weight and 

multifunctionality. The quasi-static and dynamic compressive responses of three types of 

additively manufactured AlSi10Mg honeycomb structures, specifically a single-scale 

honeycomb and two hierarchical honeycombs with two and three levels of hierarchy, 

respectively, have been investigated using experimental measurement and finite element (FE) 

simulations. The validated FE simulation has been employed to investigate the effects of 

relative density of the honeycombs and the key experimental parameters. The following 

failure modes of the three types of honeycombs have been observed both under quasi-static 

and dynamic compression: (1) the single-scale honeycomb experienced a transition of failure 

mechanism from local plastic buckling of walls to local damage of the parent material 

without buckling with the increase of the relative density of the honeycomb; (2) the 

hierarchical honeycombs all failed with parent material damage without buckling at different 

relative densities. For both quasi-static and dynamic compression, the hierarchical 

honeycombs offer higher peak nominal wall stresses compared to the single-scale honeycomb 

at low relative density of 0.19  ; the difference is diminished as relative density increases, 

i.e. the three types of honeycombs can achieve similar peak wall stresses when 0.26  . 

Numerical results have suggested the hierarchical honeycombs can offer better energy 

absorption capacity than the single-scale honeycomb. The two-scale and three-scale 

hierarchical honeycombs achieved similar peak nominal wall stresses for both quasi-static 

and dynamic compression, which may suggest that the structural performance under out-of-

plane compression is not sensitive to the hierarchical architecture. This work indicates that 

the structural advantage of hierarchical honeycombs can be utilised to develop high 

performance lightweight structural components. 

Keywords: honeycomb; mechanical properties; impact behaviour; finite element analysis 

(FEA); additive manufacturing 
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1. Introduction 

Periodic honeycombs have been used to create lightweight structures with high 

stiffness/strength-to-density ratios [1]. Wicks and Hutchinson [2] investigated the structural 

efficiency of sandwich plates with truss lattice cores and honeycomb cores under 3-point 

bending. They demonstrated that the minimum weight of a hexagonal honeycomb core 

sandwich plate was less than those of truss lattice core sandwich plates as well as a 

monolithic plate. Liu et al. [3] investigated the multifunctional performance of honeycomb 

core sandwich cylinders under simultaneous internal pressure and active cooling. They 

demonstrated that the sandwich constructions were more weight efficient than a monolithic 

structure while providing the additional benefit of an active cooling function. Hutchinson and 

Xue [4] demonstrated that a well-designed square honeycomb core sandwich plate could 

sustain significantly larger blast impulses than a solid plate of the same mass.  

The in-plane topology of honeycombs can be designed to have either a ‘bending-dominated’ 

deformation mode under macroscopic in-plane stresses, such as hexagonal and square 

honeycombs, or a ‘stretching-dominated’ deformation mode, such as triangular honeycombs. 

The in-plane stiffness and strength of hexagonal honeycombs scale with 3  and 2  [4, 5], 

respectively, with   being the relative density of the honeycombs. For stretching-dominated 

honeycombs, in-plane stiffness and strength scale linearly with   [4, 5]. Though stretching-

dominated structures possess greater in-plane elastic modulus and yield strength than 

bending-dominated structures, they suffer the disadvantage of post-yield softening behaviour 

owing to structural buckling [6].  
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Periodic, hierarchical honeycombs have recently emerged by combining in-plane geometrical 

elements at different length scales, see [4, 7, 8] and Fig. 1. Oftadeh et al. [9] investigated the 

in-plane mechanical behaviour of hierarchical honeycombs with various hierarchical levels. 

They found that increasing the hierarchical level could significantly increase the in-plane 

effective elastic modulus of the honeycomb. For example, the two-scale and three-scale 

hierarchical honeycombs were 2.0 and 3.5 times, respectively, stiffer than the standard 

hexagonal honeycomb with identical relative density [8]. Hierarchical honeycombs also have 

higher in-plane collapse strength than standard hexagonal honeycombs with identical relative 

density [7]. With increasing hierarchical level, there is a transition of in-plane failure mode 

from elastic buckling to plastic buckling [10]. However, increases in the in-plane collapse 

strength were only seen to be significant for the first, second and third levels of hierarchy; 

higher hierarchical level did not significantly increase performance [7].  

The out-of-plane stiffness and strength of periodic honeycombs are much greater than those 

along the in-plane directions [4, 7, 11]. For example, the out-of-plane compressive strength of 

aluminium hexagonal honeycomb is 2 times greater than the in-plane compressive strength 

[11]. Extensive studies on the out-of-plane compressive behaviour of regular honeycombs 

have been reported in the literature [12-16]. As reported by Radford et al. [12], stainless-steel 

square honeycombs with relative density 0.1   failed with torsional plastic buckling under 

quasi-static out-of-plane compression. Using Kolsky pressure bar testing with a striker 

velocity up to 300 ms
-1

, they found that the dynamic compressive response was governed by 

three distinct mechanisms: material rate sensitivity, inertial stabilization of the webs against 

buckling, and plastic wave propagation [12, 13]. Tao et al. [14] investigated the out-of-plane 

dynamic behaviour of hexagonal thin-wall aluminium honeycombs using a Split Hopkinson 
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Pressure Bar (SHPB) at strain rates up to 1350 s
-1

.  They found that the failure mode was 

plastic buckling with significant strain rate enhancement, and that the buckling location and 

sequence depended on the strain rate and size of honeycomb cells.  

Understanding of the out-of-plane compressive behaviour of metallic hierarchical 

honeycombs, however, is not well established. Numerical investigation has suggested that 

hierarchical honeycombs may possess improved energy absorption capability and greater 

resistance to out-of-plane crushing compared to regular honeycombs [16]. However, the 

manufacturing issue of hierarchical honeycombs was not considered in the numerical 

investigation. Conventional manufacturing approaches may encounter difficulty in 

manufacturing metallic hierarchical honeycombs owing to their complex 3D geometries. 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM), a layer-by-layer additive manufacturing technique, can be 

employed to overcome this difficulty. It is a cost-effective process to manufacture structural 

components whose geometrical complexity is prohibitive for conventional manufacturing 

technologies [17, 18]. In this paper, we aim to gain insight into the behaviour of SLM 

manufactured metallic hierarchical honeycombs under static and high strain rate, out-of-plane 

compression, through both experimental measurement and numerical simulations. The 

outcome will provide the basis for the development of high performance, SLM manufactured, 

hierarchical honeycomb core sandwich structures.  The outline of the paper is as follows. The 

materials and manufacturing methodology for honeycombs are presented in Section 2. In 

Section 3, the quasi-static and dynamic experimental protocols are explained. The finite 

element simulation is described in Section 4 and in Section 5, the experimental and 

simulation results are discussed. 

2.  Material and manufacturing 
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2.1. The honeycomb specimens   

Three types of cylindrical honeycomb specimens were manufactured using Selective Laser 

Melting (SLM): single-scale, two-scale and three-scale, schematics and photographs of the 

honeycombs are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), respectively. They were made from AlSi10Mg 

alloy. Throughout this paper, the global coordinates are defined with the 3-axis aligned with 

the out-of-plane direction of the honeycombs, and the 1-axis and 2-axis representing the in-

plane directions of the honeycombs. Each specimens has an out-of-plane (3-axis direction) 

thickness of 40 mmH   and an in-plane (1-2 plane) maximum diameter of 27 mmD  . The 

single-scale honeycomb specimens consists of 7 identical curved hexagonal unit cells with 

average wall thickness 0.675 mm, radius of each curved side 4.8 mm and central angle 60°. 

The design is motivated by Bauer, et al. [19], which demonstrates that it can offer higher 

specific compressive strength than typical, straight-walled honeycomb geometry.  

Hierarchical honeycombs have been reported to have good in-plane mechanical behaviour, as 

reviewed in Section 1. To examine their out-of-plane compressive behaviour, the two-scale 

and three-scale honeycombs were designed with in-plane hierarchical structures, i.e. 

combination of hexagons at two length scales for the two-scale honeycomb, and at three 

length scales for the three-scale honeycomb. The two-scale honeycomb consists of 7 large 

hexagons, each containing 6 smaller hexagons. The average wall thickness of the specimens 

is 0.66 mm, and the lengths of each side of the larger and smaller hexagons are 4.64 mm and 

1.66 mm, respectively. The three-scale honeycomb consists of 7 large hexagons, each 

containing 6 medium-sized hexagons, which in turn contain 3 small hexagons. The average 

wall thickness of the sample is 0.55 mm, and the lengths of each side of the largest, medium-

sized and smallest hexagons are 4.34 mm, 1.27 mm and 0.77 mm, respectively. The 
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geometrical parameters of these honeycombs are mainly determined by the limitation of the 

manufacturing facility. The relative density   of the honeycombs is defined as 0/   , 

where   and 0  denote the densities of the honeycombs and the AlSi10Mg alloy parent 

material, respectively. The measured relative densities of the honeycombs were 0.19, 0.26 

and 0.35 for single-scale, two-scale and three-scale honeycombs, respectively.  

2.2. Manufacturing  

A Renishaw AM250 SLM machine was used to manufacture the specimens, comprised of 

dog-bone shaped coupons and the honeycombs. The principal chemical composition of the 

constituent material of AlSi10Mg powder contains Al 88.9 wt%, Si 10.7 wt%, Mg 0.5 wt%, 

and the powder particle size ranges from 15 μm to 110 μm. The optimised manufacturing 

process described in [20, 21] was adopted to produce parent material with minimal porosity. 

The Renishaw AM250 SLM machine was equipped with an Yb fibre laser of power 200 W 

and wavelength 1070 nm. The laser scan strategy was chessboard and a scan speed of 

approximately 570 mm/s was achieved by employing 80 μm point distance and 140 μs 

exposure time. The hatch spacing was 130 μm. During processing, the AlSi10Mg powder 

was deposited in 25 μm layers with the temperature of the build platform being held at 180 ℃. 

The specimens were manufactured under argon atmosphere with an oxygen content less than 

0.09%. Both the honeycombs and dog-bone shaped coupons were manufactured with their 3-

axis along the SLM build direction. The mechanical behaviour of the AlSi10Mg alloy parent 

material was characterised via coupon tensile tests, as described next.  

2.3. Quasi-static tensile coupon tests of the parent material 
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In order to characterise the mechanical behaviour of the AlSi10Mg alloy parent material, 

quasi-static uniaxial tensile tests were conducted using dog-bone shaped coupons and the 

method described by ASTM standard E8/E8M [22]. The SLM manufactured test coupons had 

dimensions of gauge length 45 mm and diameter 9 mm, as schematically shown in the insert 

of Fig. 2. The coupons were manufactured with the longitudinal direction of the coupons 

aligned with either the 3-axis or 1-axis (2-axis). The uniaxial tensile stress was measured 

using an Instron 5581 screw-driven testing machine at a constant extension rate of 0.5 

mm/min. A single Stingray F146B Firewire Camera video gauge was used to measure the 

corresponding nominal strain. Figure 2 shows the measured nominal stress-strain relationship 

using the coupons with longitudinal direction aligned with either 3-axis or 1-axis (which was 

shown experimentally to be nearly identical to the 2-axis). For both alignments, the coupons 

exhibit the same linear elastic behaviour of average Young’s modulus 69.3 GPaE   and 

yield strength 
0 160 MPay  . However, the coupon aligned with the 1-axis (or 2-axis) has 

higher tensile strength and greater ductility than that aligned with the 3-axis. Similar 

anisotropy has been seen in previous work and ascribed to microstructural anisotropy 

stemming from the asymmetric heat flux during laser irradiation and cooling and from the 

preference for flaws to align in this direction [23]. The microstructures of the SLM 

manufactured AlSi10Mg alloy using the same materials and process as used in this study 

have been previously reported by Aboulkhair et al. [24].  

The experimental results shown in Fig. 2 are comparable to those of the SLM manufactured 

AlSi10Mg alloy reported by Kempen et al. [18]. The tensile behaviour in the 1-axis or 2-axis 

direction was  nearly identical to that of the cast AlSi10Mg alloy as reported by Manfredi  et 
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al. [25] and Joseph et al. [26]. In Section 4, the uniaxial tensile test results are used as the 

input of the constitutive model employed in the finite element simulations. 

3. Experimental protocols for honeycombs under compression 

3.1. Quasi-static compression testing 

Quasi-static out-of-plane compression tests were conducted using an Instron
®
 5581 screw-

driven testing machine with a constant displacement rate of 2 mm/min in the out-of-plane 

direction (3-direction in Fig. 1). The compressive force F  and the vertical displacement   of 

the crosshead were both directly measured from the testing machine. The nominal 

compressive strain and stress of the honeycomb specimens were calculated as / H   and 

/F A  , respectively, where H  is the original height of the honeycomb specimens and A  

the original cross-sectional area of the honeycomb specimens, 
2 / 4A D . The averaged 

wall stress   of the honeycomb specimens can be related to nominal compressive stress   

and relative density   via /   . A Phantom Mercury HS V12.1 high-speed camera was 

used to record the compressive deformation histories of the honeycombs.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

3.2. Dynamic compressive testing 

The dynamic out-of-plane compressive response of the SLM manufactured honeycombs was 

measured via a set of direct impact tests with a strain-gauged Kolsky pressure bar setup [12, 

27, 28], as shown in Fig. 3. Two types of impact test were employed: back face and front face 

impact. For back face impact, a striker was accelerated through the gun barrel to impact a 

sample adhered to the impact end of the Kolsky bar with a low strength adhesive material, 

see Fig. 3 (a). For front face impact, a sample adhered to a striker was fired from the gun 
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barrel to impact on the Kolsky bar, see Fig. 3 (b). The two impact tests result in different 

plastic shock wave propagation within a sample with the directions of the plastic shock wave 

propagation being opposite. As demonstrated in electronic supplementary material, Appendix 

A, the peak strengths of honeycomb specimens achieved in both back face impact and front 

face impact are nearly identical for lower velocity impact ( 1

0 20 msv  ) and higher velocity 

impact ( 1

0 80 msv  ). The Kolsky bar was positioned 110 mm from the open end of the gas 

gun, and had a diameter identical to that of the strikers, 27.5 mm, and a length of 1.8 m. Both 

the Kolsky bar and the strikers were made from M300 maraging steel with elastic modulus of 

210 GPa and yield strength of 1900 MPa. The Kolsky bar was supported by four knife-edge 

friction-reducing Nylatron bearings and momentum was resisted at the distal end by an ACE 

MA 4757M self-adjusting shock absorber. Two diametrically opposite 120 Ω TML foil strain 

gauges of gauge length 1 mm in a half-Wheatstone bridge were located at the centre point. 

The stress history was recorded as a voltage change from the strain gauges, which was 

amplified by a Vishay 2310B signal conditioning amplifier system before being recorded on 

an Instek GDS-1052-U 50 MHz 2-channel Digital Oscilloscope. During signal capture, the 

two strain gauges on diametrically opposite sides allowed for a simple check of any bending 

in the Kolsky bar. Bending will produce sinusoidal oscillations with a π phase-difference 

between the two channels. If negligible bending was recorded during the testing, the results 

were accepted and the average value of the two gauges was taken.  

Three cylindrical strikers of different masses were employed in the impact tests in order to 

achieve different striker velocities: a small striker of length 0.02 ml   and mass  

0.0927 kgM   was used at velocity range of 1

080 120 msv   , an intermediate striker of 

length 0.1 ml   and mass 0.463 kgM   for velocity range 1

020 80 msv   , and a larger 
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striker of length 0.5 ml   and mass 2.3 kgM   for lower velocity range 1

02.5 20 msv   . 

The effect of the striker mass on the compressive response of the honeycombs has been 

examined in electronic supplementary material, Appendix B. It is demonstrated that (i) the 

striker is subjected to significant deceleration during the lower velocity impact events, e.g. 

1

0 20 msv  , and the deceleration is negligible for the higher velocity impact events, e.g. 

1

0 80 msv  , and (ii) striker mass has a small effect on the compressive response under the 

higher velocity impact. The striker was accelerated using a pressurised gas gun of barrel 

length 3.5 m, internal diameter of 28 mm and outer diameter of 40 mm. Either compressed air 

(for lower velocity) or pressurised nitrogen (for higher velocity) was used to propel the striker 

to velocities in the range 1

02.5 120 msv   . Striker velocity was measured using two laser 

gates located at the open end of the gas gun barrel and confirmed with the high speed camera.  

High-speed photography was also employed to measure the response of the honeycomb 

specimens; the frame rate was typically 70,000 fps and the exposure time was 8 μs. As 

indicated in Section 5.2.1, the force equilibrium in honeycomb specimen was achieved wthin 

the time scale of the dynamic compression. 

Calibration of the Kolsky pressure bar was conducted via direct impact of a striker (without a 

specimen) to trigger a stress wave within the bar. Fig. 4 shows the measured time history of 

stress with a striker velocity of 1

0 4.1 msv  . The measurement is compared with the 

predicted stress based on 1D elastic wave theory, which states that the axial stress within the 

bar can be calculated as 0 / 2 77.1 MPaE sc     with s  and c  as the bar density and 

longitudinal elastic wave speed, respectively. The average stress throughout the calibration 

test was measured as 78.5 MPa, within 2% of the prediction. The longitudinal elastic wave 
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speed, c , was measured experimentally as the time taken for the reflection of the 

compressive wave from the distal end of the Kolsky bar returning to the strain gauges as a 

tensile wave. It was measured as 4865 ms
-1

, giving a time taken for reflection and thus 

complication of the stress measurement as 370 μs.  

4. Finite element simulation 

4.1 The finite element model 

Numerical simulation was conducted to simulate both the quasi-static and dynamic 

compressive response of the honeycombs in order to (i) verify the experimental 

measurements, and (ii) develop further understanding of the effects of the key experimental 

parameters. The explicit version of the commercially available finite-element (FE) package 

ABAQUS
®
 was employed in the FE calculations. The webs of the honeycomb specimens 

were modelled with 8-node linear 3D solid elements (ABAQUS element C3D8R). Numerical 

study confirmed that a maximum element edge length of half the wall thickness was required 

to achieve converged results. The FE model of a honeycomb was sandwiched between two 

rigid plates (discretised with the 4-node rigid elements, R3D4) in the 3-axis direction: one of 

the rigid plates was fully clamped, and the other rigid plate was restricted to translation in the 

3-axis direction.  

For quasi-static compression, the movable rigid plate imposed compressive loading on the 

sample with a constant velocity. To ensure the simulation was quasi-static, the velocity was 

controlled so that the kinetic energy was under 5% of the total energy in the system. In the 

dynamic simulation, the movable rigid plate was associated with a point mass and an initial 

velocity that were identical to those of the strikers employed in the experiment. For front face 
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impact, the honeycombs were tied to the movable rigid plate and moved with the rigid plate 

to impact on the clamped rigid surface. For back face impact, the honeycombs were tied to 

the clamped rigid plate and crushed by the movable rigid plate. High-speed photographs of 

the experiments showed that negligible sliding occurred at the interfaces between the 

honeycomb, the striker and Kolsky bar. Hence, the tie constraint is appropriate. For all 

calculations, a penalty contact approach was employed to simulate the interaction between all 

the surfaces, with friction coefficient 0.5. This was sufficient as tests showed that the 

simulation results were not sensitive to the value of the friction coefficient employed in the 

calculations.  

Numerical simulations were conducted to examine the effect of initial geometrical 

imperfections of the honeycombs, as shown in electronic supplementary material, Appendix 

C. It is suggested that the imperfections have a negligible effect on the compressive response 

of the honeycombs. An element deletion technique was employed to remove elements from 

meshes when the damage variable d of the element reached the maximum value d = 1.0.  

4.2. The constitutive model and material parameters  

The constitutive model for the parent material of the honeycombs, AlSi10Mg alloy, should 

include elasticity, rate dependent plasticity, and damage. The elastic response was modelled 

using a linear elasticity model for an isotropic solid with Young’s modulus E  and Poisson’s 

ratio  . E  and   were measured via a uniaxial coupon tensile test, see Section 2.3. For the 

quasi-static simulation, the J2 yield criterion in conjunction with isotropic hardening was 

employed to model plasticity of the material. The experimental data obtained from coupon 

uniaxial tension along both 3-axis and 1-axis/2-axis (Fig. 2) were used as the inputs to the 

constitutive model to specify the yield stress–plastic strain relationship. However, the data 
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from 1-axis/2-axis uniaxial tension gave the best agreement between numerical simulations 

and experimental measurements for the quasi-static compressive response of honeycombs, 

see electronic supplementary material, Appendix D. Numerical studies of the honeycombs 

under high strain-rate compression suggested that the development of plasticity in the parent 

material was strain rate dependent. The following model was used to capture the rate 

dependency in the simulations. 

                                          1 ln p ok C                                               (1) 

where C  and o  are a material constant and the reference strain rate for quasi-static testing, 

respectively; 
p  is the von Mises equivalent plastic strain rate, and k  is the enhancement 

factor, /d ok   , where d  is the yield stress at 
p  and o  the yield stress at o . In the 

simulations, the value of C  was obtained via calibration against dynamic testing of the 

honeycombs, and o  was chosen to be the same as the strain rate used in quasi-static testing, 

i.e. 3 110 so
  . 

Damage initiation in the AlSi10Mg was assumed to occur when the von Mises equivalent 

plastic strain reached a critical value, c . After initiation of damage, a damage variable, 

 0 1.0d d  , was assumed to develop based on the following relation  

                                                           
2

e s
p

f

L
d

G


                                                 (2)      

where fG  is the fracture energy, eL  the characteristic element size and s  the yield stress at 

the initiation of damage. The fracture energy fG  is defined as                                   
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                                               (3)  

where 
p  is the von Mises equivalent plastic strain and 

f  is the equivalent plastic strain 

when failure occur [29]. The material parameters, c  and 
f , were obtained from the 1-

axis/2-axis uniaxial tension of SLM manufactured coupons, see Section 2.3.The damage 

variable was set to zero at the initiation of the damage, and reduced the yield stress of the 

material according to the relation  1 od  . When the value of d  in an element reached the 

maximum value 1.0, the element was removed from the mesh. The material properties used 

for finite element simulations are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the predicted 1-axis/2-

axis tensile stress-strain relations at strain rates ranging from 
310
s

-1
 to 5000 s

-1
. The strain 

rate effect enhances the strength and increases the ultimate elongation of the parent material.  

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Quasi-static compression  

5.1.1. Experimental measurement and numerical prediction 

Figures 5 (a)-(c) show representative stress–strain relations for the three types of honeycomb 

under quasi-static compression. The experimentally observed and numerically simulated 

failure modes are shown in Figs. 5 (d)-(f) at selected compressive strains post failure. The 

contours shown in the simulation results (Figs. 5 (d)-(f)) represent values of the damage 

variable d.  

The single-scale honeycomb had average peak compressive strength  51 MPaY   at 

relative density 0.19  , which corresponds to a peak nominal wall stress (compressive 
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strength/relative density) max 268 MPa  . Higher peak nominal wall stresses were achieved 

by the hierarchical honeycombs, max 358 MPa   for the two-scale honeycomb with peak 

compressive strength  93 MPaY   at relative density 0.26  , and max 337 MPa   for 

the three-scale honeycomb with peak strength  118 MPaY   at relative density 0.35  . It 

is notable from this that both hierarchical honeycombs showed similar peak nominal wall 

stresses that were significantly higher than seen with the single-scale honeycomb.  

The single-scale honeycomb failed by local plastic buckling of walls followed by damage 

close to the base. The finite element simulation successfully captured this failure mechanism. 

The peak compressive stress of the honeycomb was achieved at the onset of damage. Further 

development of damage within the honeycomb walls led to a significant decrease of the 

compressive stress (Fig. 5 (a)). The two-scale honeycomb failed with damage close to the 

bottom support, see Fig. 5 (e), and no wall buckling was observed throughout the experiment. 

The three-scale honeycomb specimen failed catastrophically through global plastic buckling, 

which may have been triggered by the damage of the parent material. Local plastic buckling 

was not observed in the experiment for either of the hierarchical honeycombs. This may be 

ascribed to the in-plane structures of the hierarchical honeycombs possessing higher 

structural stability.  

The predicted compressive stress-strain relationships and failure mechanisms agree well with 

those obtained from the experiments for the single-scale and two-scale honeycombs. 

However, there is certain discrepancy in prediction of the global plastic buckling mode in 

comparison with the experimental measurements for the three-scale honeycomb, as shown in 
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Fig. 5 (f).  This discrepancy may be attributed to the asymmetrical flaws induced by damage 

of the parent material, which was not accurately captured in the finite element simulations.  

5.1.2. Effect of relative density on quasi-static compression 

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the geometrical parameters of honeycomb samples were limited 

by the manufacturing resolution of the SLM manufacturing facility, and the three types of 

honeycombs have different relative densities. To evaluate the effect of relative density, the 

verified FE simulation is employed to examine the quasi-static compressive response of the 

three types of honeycombs with identical density. The cross-sectional views of each type of 

honeycomb are presented in Figs. 1 and 6. The predicted quasi-static compressive stress-

strain relations and the failure mechanisms of selected honeycombs are shown in Fig. 7. The 

failure mechanism of the single-scale honeycomb is sensitive to relative density, i.e. the 

failure mechanism changed from plastic buckling of walls at lower relative density 

( 0.19   ) to the local damage of parent material without buckling at the bottom support at 

higher relative density ( 0.26   ). However, the failure mechanism of the two hierarchical 

honeycombs is not sensitive to relative density, i.e. parent material damage at the bottom 

support without buckling. This may be ascribed to the in-plane structures of the hierarchical 

honeycombs possessing higher structural stability. The nominal compressive strengths of 

both the two-scale and three-scale honeycombs are higher than that of the single-scale 

honeycomb at low relative density of 0.19   owing to different failure mechanisms. For 

higher relative density ( 0.26  ), the nominal compressive strengths of the three types of 

honeycombs are nearly identical as all of the honeycombs failed with parent material damage 

at the bottom support.  
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5.2. Dynamic compressive response of the honeycombs  

5.2.1. Back face impact 

In this section, we first examine the dynamic response of the honeycombs shown in Fig. 1. 

Figure 8 shows the nominal compressive stress of the honeycomb structures as a function of 

normalised time 0v t H  for three selected impact velocities in the back face impact test, with 

t = 0 corresponding to the beginning of the impact. As the Young’s elastic modulus and 

density of the AlSi10Mg alloy parent material are measured as 69.3 GPaE   and 

3

0 2670 kg.m  , respectively, the longitudinal elastic wave speed propagated in the 

honeycombs can be calculated through 
1

0

0

5095 ms
E

c


  . According to the experimental 

results shown in Fig. 8, the peak strengths of the honeycombs were achieved at 24 μst   for 

impact velocity of -1

0 120 msv  . Hence, around three elastic-wave reflections took place in 

the honeycomb specimen of 40 mmH   before the peak strength of the honeycombs 

achieved. At lower impact velocities, i.e. 1

010 80 msv   , there were more elastic-wave 

reflections because the time increased before achieving peak compressive stress of 

honeycombs. Thus, the force equilibrium has been achieved when measuring the peak 

compressive strength of honeycombs [30]. As shown in electronic supplementary material, 

Appendix A, the peak dynamic compressive strengths of honeycomb specimens are not 

sensitive to which of the two dynamic test methods investigated, i.e. the back face impact and 

the front face impact. Hence, only the results from the back face impact test are presented 

here. Both the finite element simulations and experimental measurements are shown in the 

figure for comparison. As shown in electronic supplementary material, Appendix B, 
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numerical simulations demonstrated that the striker decelerated significantly during lower 

velocity impact events, e.g. 10% - 20% deceleration for 1

0 20 msv  , and the deceleration is 

negligible for higher velocity impact events, e.g. 1

0 80 msv  . Hence, the normalised time 

0v t H  is equivalent to nominal compressive strain for the velocities 1

0 80 msv   and 

1

0 120 msv   but not for the lower velocity 1

0 20 msv  . Compared with the quasi-static 

compressive response (Figs. 5 (a)-(c)), dynamic compression enhanced the peak compressive 

strengths of the honeycombs. In contrast to catastrophic failure under quasi-static 

compression, the dynamic compressive stresses decreased steadily after the peak values were 

achieved. The agreement for peak strengths of honeycombs between finite element 

simulations and experimental measurements is reasonably good, however, the element 

deletion technique employed in the numerical simulations altered the mass matrix when 

elements were removed from the FE meshes, potentially making the simulation results more 

oscillatory than the experimental measurements for post-failure response. In addition, the 

geometrical flaws induced by additively manufactured process may increase the discrepancy 

between experimental measurements and FE simulations, as the flaws were not modelled in 

the FE simulations. 

The failure modes of the honeycombs are revealed from montages of high-speed 

photographic images recorded at selected time instants (Points a, b, c and d in Fig. 8) during 

the impact events, as shown in Figs. 9 through 12. In these figures, the high-speed 

photographic images are compared to FE predictions. Figures. 9 and 10 show montages of 

single-scale honeycombs under the impact of the striker with 1

0 20 msv   and 1

0 80 msv  , 

respectively. The failure mechanism of the honeycomb under dynamic impact is similar to 
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that under quasi-static compression, i.e. the honeycomb failed with plastic buckling of walls 

followed by damage close to the end attached to the Kolsky bar, at impact velocity of 

1

0 20 msv   (Fig. 9). However, at the velocity of 1

0 80 msv   (Fig. 10), the plastic buckling 

damage in single-scale honeycomb was less significant owing to the micro inertial effects. 

Finite element simulations captured the failure mechanisms accurately, with element deletion 

activated when the peak stress was achieved (d =1).  

As the response under the lower velocity impact ( 1

0 20 msv  ) is essentially quasi-static, 

Figs. 11 and 12 only show the montages of the two-scale honeycomb and the three-scale 

honeycomb under higher speed impact ( 1

0 80 msv  ),  respectively. For both hierarchical 

honeycombs, the montages taken from experiments suggest the damage started to develop at 

the impacted end. The specimens failed with significant plastic deformation and cracking. No 

wall buckling was observed throughout the experiments on hierarchical honeycombs. The FE 

simulation captured the failure mechanism for the two-scale honeycomb sample; the element 

deletion being activated at the impacted end. However, there is some discrepancy in 

prediction of the failure mechanism for the three-scale honeycomb sample; although the 

damage initially developed at the impacted end, the element deletion was first activated at the 

distal end of the sample.  

To examine the effect of the relative density of the honeycomb structures, numerical 

simulations were conducted based on the geometries shown in Figs. 1 and 6. The outcomes 

are shown in Fig. 13 for peak wall stress max  normalised by the quasi-static 1(2)-direction 

tensile strength T  of the AlSi10Mg parent material as a function of 0v H , and Fig. 14 for 

the nominal compressive stress as a function of normalised time 0v t H . The measured 
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normalised peak wall stress for selected samples as well as the rate dependency of the parent 

material predicted using Eq. (1) are also included in Fig. 13 for comparison. The finite 

element predictions are in good agreement with the experimental measurements. The two 

hierarchical honeycombs have similar peak wall stresses throughout the densities considered 

as the failure mechanism is governed by damage of the parent material (Fig.13). The 

measured and predicted trends of the strength enhancement of the two hierarchical 

honeycombs are similar to that predicted using the rate dependent material model (Eq. (1)), 

indicating that the strength enhancements at higher impact velocities may mainly be governed 

by the strain rate sensitivity of the parent material. At low relative densities, i.e. 0.19  , the 

single-scale honeycomb failed with wall plastic buckling as the peak wall stresses 

significantly less than those of the two hierarchical honeycombs. With increase of relative 

density, say 0.26  , the failure mechanism of single-scale honeycomb is governed by 

damage of the parent material without wall plastic buckling. Hence, the difference in the peak 

wall stress is diminished, i.e. the three types of honeycombs have similar peak wall stresses 

when 0.26  . The time history of the dynamic response shown in Fig.14 indicates that the 

two hierarchical honeycombs can absorb more energy than the single-scale honeycomb with 

identical relative density. 

5.2.2. Effect of strain rate sensitivity of the parent material 

As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, the strain rate dependency of the parent material is a key 

factor for dynamic strength enhancement of the honeycombs. To further understand this, 

Fig.15 presents the predicted compressive responses of selected honeycombs with and 

without the parent material strain rate dependency for both back face and front face impact at 
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low velocity impact ( 1

0 20 msv  ) and high velocity impact ( 1

0 80 msv  ). For low velocity 

impact ( 1

0 20 msv  ), the dynamic response is similar to quasi-static compression, see 

analysis presented in Section 5.2.1. Hence, the effect of the parent material strain rate 

dependency is not significant. However, for high velocity impact ( 1

0 80 msv  ), the effect 

becomes significant. 

 6. Concluding Remarks 

The out-of-plane quasi-static and high strain rate dynamic compressive responses of Selective 

Laser Melting (SLM) manufactured hierarchical honeycombs have been reported. Three 

types of honeycombs, i.e. single-scale, two-scale and three-scale, were manufactured from an 

AlSi10Mg alloy. A Kolsky pressure bar was employed for the dynamic test with a striker 

velocity up to 1

0 120 msv  . Validated finite element (FE) simulations were conducted to 

facilitate interpretation of the experimental measurements. Different failure mechanisms 

among these honeycombs have been identified for quasi-static and dynamic compression, i.e. 

transition of the plastic buckling of walls to the local damage of the parent material without 

buckling for the single-scale honeycomb when the relative density of the honeycomb 

increased, and damage of the parent material without buckling for both the two-scale and 

three-scale honeycombs at different relative densities of the honeycombs. The strength 

enhancement of the hierarchical honeycombs under dynamic compression is dominated by 

the strain rate sensitivity of the parent material. The micro-inertial effects under higher 

velocity impact ( -1

0 500 sv H  ) also enhance the dynamic compressive strength of the 

single-scale honeycomb. The two-scale and three-scale hierarchical honeycombs can offer 

higher peak nominal wall stresses compared to the single-scale honeycomb at the low relative 
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density ( 0.19  ); The difference is diminished as relative density increases, i.e. the three 

types of honeycombs can achieve similar peak wall stresses when 0.26  . Numerical 

results have suggested the hierarchical honeycombs can offer better energy absorption 

capacity than the single-scale honeycomb. The two-scale and three-scale hierarchical 

honeycombs have achieved similar peak nominal wall stresses for both quasi-static and 

dynamic compression, which may suggest that the structural performance under out-of-plane 

compression is not sensitive to the hierarchical architecture. The structural advantage of the 

hierarchical honeycombs can be utilised to develop high performance metallic lightweight 

structural components.    

In order to capture the constitutive response of the SLM AlSi10Mg alloy, a uniaxial tension 

coupon test was conducted, which has shown that the parent material had anisotropic 

plasticity and damage. The constitutive model for the parent material employed in the 

simulations included elasticity, rate dependent plasticity and damage. However, the 

anisotropic plasticity and damage of the parent material was not included. FE simulations 

were seen, in general, to be in good agreement with experimental measurements. The failure 

modes of the honeycombs have been captured reasonably by FE predictions.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. The (a) sketch and (b) photograph of the selective laser melting (SLM) 

manufactured single-scale, two-scale and three-scale honeycombs. All dimensions are in mm. 

Figure 2. The uniaxial tensile stress - strain relation of AlSi10Mg alloy at selected strain rate. 

The insert shows the geometry of the dog-bone coupon employed in the quasi-static test. 

Figure 3. Sketches of Kolsky bar setup employed in the experiment. (a) back face and (b) 

front face impact. All dimensions are in mm. 

Figure 4 Time history of stress measured by the Kolsky pressure bar setup during a 

calibration test.    

Figure 5. Honeycombs under quasi-static compression. (a)-(c) Compressive stress-strain 

relations of the three types of honeycombs, and (d)-(f) experimentally measured (left) and FE 

predicted (right) damage mechanisms at Point A in (a), Point B in (b), and Point C in (c), 
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respectively. The white dash lines in (e) and (f) show the damage locations of the single-scale 

and two-scale honeycomb, respectively. 

Figure 6. The cross-sectional views of the single-scale, two-scale and three-scale 

honeycombs for finite element prediction. All dimensions are in mm. 

Figure 7. Finite element predictions for honeycombs under quasi-static compression, 

including the compressive stress-strain relations and the damage mechanisms of the three 

types of honeycombs at relative density of (a) 0.19  , (b) 0.26  , (c) 0.35  . The 

damage mechanisms of honeycombs which have been shown in Fig. 5 are not included in this 

figure. 

Figure 8. Compressive stress as a function of normalised time 0v t H  obtained by the back 

face impact test at low ( 1

0 20 msv  ), medium ( 1

0 80 msv  ) and high velocities 

( 1

0 120 msv  ). The hollow circle “ ”marks the stresses at the selected time instants in Fig. 9 

– Fig. 12. 

Figure 9. Montage of the single-scale honeycomb under back face impact at the velocity of 

20 ms
-1

 obtained from experiment and numerical simulations. Time t=0 corresponds to the 

time instant when the steel striker impacted on the honeycomb.  The images were taken at (a) 

t=50 us, (b) t=100 us, (c) t=200 us, (d) t=350 us, respectively. 

Figure 10. Montage of the single-scale honeycomb under back face impact at the velocity of 

80ms
-1

 obtained from experiment and numerical simulations. Time t=0 corresponds to the 

time instant when the steel striker impacted on the honeycomb.  The images were taken at (a) 

t=20 us, (b) t=40 us, (c) t=60 us, (d) t=80 us, respectively. 
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Figure 11. Montage of the two-scale honeycomb under back face impact at the velocity of 

120ms
-1

 obtained from experiment and numerical simulations. Time t=0 corresponds to the 

time instant when the steel striker impacted on the honeycomb.  The images were taken at (a) 

t=13.3 us, (b) t=26.7 us, (c) t=39.9 us, (d) t=66.5 us, respectively. 

Figure 12. Montage of the three-scale honeycomb under back face impact at the velocity of 

80ms
-1

 obtained from experiment and numerical simulations. Time t=0 corresponds to the 

time instant when the steel striker impacted on the honeycomb.  The images were taken at (a) 

t=20 us, (b) t=40 us, (c) t=60 us, (d) t=80 us, respectively. 

Figure 13. The peak nominal wall stresses max  of the honeycombs normalized by the quasi-

static 1(2)-axis tensile strength T  of the AlSi10Mg alloy parent material as a function of 

0v H . The experimental measurements (a) and numerical predictions of the honeycombs at 

the relative density of (b) 0.19  , (c) 0.26  , (d) 0.35    are presented. 

Fig. 14. Finite element predicted dynamic compressive responses of the three types of 

honeycombs at three different relative densities.  

Fig. 15. Numerical study on the effect of strain rate sensitivity of the parent material. (a) The 

single-scale honeycomb impacted at the velocity 20 ms
-1

 and (b) the two-scale honeycomb 

impacted at the velocity 80 ms
-1

. 
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Table 1 Material properties for the SLM manufactured AlSi10Mg alloy 

Property E    0  C  o  f  c  

 

Value 
 

69.3 GPa 

 

0.3 

 

2.67 g.cm
-3

 

 

0.02 

 

10
-3 

s
-1

 

 

0.08 

 

0.0075 
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